
Make Your  

This Easter why not visit the best museum in the 
world… your home! 
 

While you’re stuck indoors delve into your 
collections, sift through photographs, find your 
first bear or investigate the junk drawer.  
 

It’s easy to do, just pick 5-10 objects and follow 
these simple steps. 

LOOK  
Look at each object and check it.  Is it…. 

    Brand New   |   Used – Good   |   Tatty 
Where did your object come from and how old is it?  
 

CREATE 
Create a title and write a bit about it (100ish words). 
We call this ‘Interpretation’.  For example: 
 

Title: Bertie – A teddy bear from Granny, 2010 
Interpretation: Bertie was made by Granny Jones in 
September 2010 for her granddaughter, Lucy’s first birthday. 
Bertie has been knitted using wool. Bertie is used for cuddles, 
tea parties and sleeping. Bertie was once lost on a holiday in 
Cornwall for two hours when Lucy went to play in the sea 
with Dad. Luckily, Mum found him half buried on the beach. 
Bertie is on loan to Hayes Home Museum from Lucy Hayes.  

 

DISPLAY 
Display your objects with their interpretation.       
Pick a room in your house to be the gallery (ask a 
grown-up to help with this).  You could protect 
delicate objects with a ’case’ - a see-through plastic 
box works well! 

KelhamIslandMuseum @KelhamIsland 

Share with us on: 

Own Museum 

When you have set-up your 
museum, create and deliver a tour 

like our Interactors for others in your 
home, film your tour or take pictures 
of your objects to share with us and 

others online! 
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